Art Curriculum Intent

Implementation

Our uniquely creative curriculum will provide
learning opportunities to teach explicit skills for
both Art and DT, these two subjects will be taught
alongside each other to enhance the children’s
learning experiences.
In KS1 the curriculum for Art is divided into the
two separate year groups (a yearly cycle in both
year groups). This is to ensure that whilst both
year group cycles cover the same history topics,
the skills taught are progressive. In KS2 the
curriculum for Art is split into two ‘cycles’ (cycle
A & B). Each cycle contains an Art unit every
term of the academic year. IN KS2 lessons will be
planned and taught within the key stages, there
will be equal emphasis between Art and DT and
links to other areas of the curriculum will be made
explicit.
A teacher sketch book will be used to model the
design process, key skills and final outcomes for
each unit of work. In Art an individual sketch
book will evidence a clear progression of skills
throughout the key stages and in DT the design
process will be followed and built upon as the
children progress through the school. This will
teach and inspire the children to practise and
develop their ideas and skills within their sketch
book, which will enable their progress and success
to be evidenced and shared.
The children’s creations will also be shared and
celebrated through a whole school annual Art

Enrichment
A variety of experiences will ensure the children have access to an
enriched curriculum to further enhance the progression of their
skills and develop an appreciation of key artists and
designers.






Outdoor learning
Whole school art exhibition
Links with local secondary schools
Curriculum visits and in school visitors

Intent

At Havannah Primary School our intention
within the Art curriculum, is to develop
within our pupils a deep sense of enjoyment,
appreciation and love of art and design.
To teach fundamental skills that the children
can apply, develop and build upon throughout
their learning journey. Our curriculum will
include a balance in focus and time dedicated
to the teaching, developing applying and
improving of many new art skills, which will
all be documented in an individual sketch
book. We intend to work with a range of
mediums to develop a broad range of skills,
to encourage enjoyment of the subject and
enhance final outcomes. The children will
Study key artists and develop an
understanding of art within historical
timelines, which will inspire the methods we
use. and final outcomes produced.

Impact
The outcomes in Art will be presented in
individual sketch books, which will demonstrate a
broad and balanced curriculum, that offers pupils
a variety of creative opportunities, investigating
significant artists and a range of processes integral
to the work of these artists.
Pupils review and practise their skills throughout
the unit, demonstrating and recalling their
developing skill base within their sketch book,
which they will use throughout their school
career.
Our Art curriculum demonstrates progression
across key skills: drawing, painting and sculpture.
Within these key skills the children will
experiment with colour, texture, form, printing

